Plants as sessile organisms cannot escape their environment and have to adapt to any changes in the availability of sunlight and nutrients. The quantification of synthesis costs of metabolites, in terms of consumed energy, is a prerequisite to understand trade-offs arising from energetic limitations. Here, we examine the energy consumption of amino acid synthesis in Arabidopsis thaliana. To quantify these costs in terms of the energy equivalent ATP, we introduce an improved cost measure based on flux balance analysis and apply it to three state-of-the-art metabolic reconstructions to ensure robust results. We present the first systematic in silico analysis of the effect of nitrogen supply (nitrate/ammonium) on individual amino acid synthesis costs as well as of the effect of photoautotrophic and heterotrophic growth conditions, integrating day/night-specific regulation. Our results identify nitrogen supply as a key determinant of amino acid costs, in agreement with experimental evidence. In addition, the association of the determined costs with experimentally observed growth patterns suggests that metabolite synthesis costs are involved in shaping regulation of plant growth. Finally, we find that simultaneous uptake of both nitrogen sources can lead to efficient utilization of energy source, which may be the result of evolutionary optimization.
Introduction
Metabolism can be regarded as an integrated network of biochemical reactions through which simple chemical building blocks are assembled into larger molecules supporting cellular tasks which ensure viability and reproduction. As a result, metabolism does not operate in isolation from the other levels of cellular organization, and its state is tightly regulated via the participating proteins that enable most of the underlying reactions [1] . In addition, metabolism responds timely to changes in the environment or internal cues orchestrated via regulatory cascades [2] . applying the proposed measure to three models-of Poolman et al. [13] , de Oliveira Dal'Molin et al. [14] , as well as Arnold and Nikoloski [15] . This enables the examination of costs with minimial bias due to errors and shortcomings of individual models.
As our major contribution, we rigorously examine the effect of differences in nitrogen supply as well as of autotrophic versus heterotrophic growth conditions on individual amino acid synthesis costs. We elucidate the effect of nitrogen supply by examining four different scenarios: sole NO À 3 supply, sole NH þ 4 supply, as well as supply of both nitrogen sources with an additional constraint for equal uptake ("equal nitrogen source uptake") and without ("arbitrary nitrogen source uptake"). The latter results in a self-adjusting uptake ratio towards optimal energy source utilization. The analysis is carried out for day and night scenarios by integration of known regulatory effects on specific enzymes.
Results and Discussion
Following a description of our method to determine amino acid synthesis costs, we first examine the differences of amino acid costs due to the employed metabolic network model. Second, we explore the effect of day and night as well as cellular growth conditions on amino acid synthesis costs. In particular, we examine the two major cell types with respect to their trophic level: carbon-fixing cells using light energy, photoautotrophs, and cells utilizing organic compounds, namely, glucose (Glc), as both carbon and energy source, namely chemoheterotrophs. In the following, we refer to these as autotrophic and heterotrophic cells, respectively. Obviously, the night scenario is also heterotrophic. Third, we analyze the influence of available inorganic nitrogen sources on amino acid costs. In accordance with earlier studies [4, 5, 9, 16] , the costs of the different amino acids fall in a wide range from 11 to 129.2 ATP per amino acid. Nevertheless, the costs largely differ across the used models, examined environmental and cellular scenarios, as well as the different nitrogen sources. All calculated costs are to be found in the Supporting S1 dataset.
Calculation of amino acid synthesis costs
We quantify synthesis costs of amino acids in terms of the metabolic energy equivalent ATP. The energetic equivalency of ATP can be identified with the Gibbs free energy which is consumed during ATP formation from ADP and inorganic phosphate (Pi) or released via ATP hydrolysis. For simplicity, we refer to these processes as "production of ATP" and "consumption of ATP", respectively. As ATP hydrolysis can drive various endothermic reactions by providing free energy and because other energy equivalents (e.g., the redox equivalent NAD(P)H) can be utilized for ATP production, we refer to ATP as the universal cellular energy currency.
We define the cost of an amino acid as the energy required for its de novo synthesis in terms of ATP. In accordance with Craig and Weber [4] , cost is quantified as the amount of ATP sacrificed by diverting energy source to amino acid synthesis instead of ATP production. The definition differs from that used by Kaleta et al. [16] , which is based on ATP consumption starting from energy source, implying that allocation of the resource to amino acid synthesis does not impose a burden on the remaining metabolism. We distinguish between different carbon, nitrogen, and energy sources pertaining to the environmental and cellular scenarios of interest. To this end, we utilize available metabolic reconstructions together with flux balance analysis [17] to examine energy-efficient amino acid synthesis pathways under specific conditions and determining synthesis costs. We denote such metabolic reconstructions as "structural metabolic models", since they usually encompass only structural information.
Flux balance analysis considers the system to be at a (pseudo) steady-state, and neglects reaction kinetics. While this drastically simplifies the description of metabolism, the reduced requirements (i.e., reaction stoichiometries, reaction directions and upper/lower flux boundaries) enable the examination of genome-scale metabolic networks, successfully applied in numerous studies [18, 19] (see Materials and Methods). In contrast, reliable kinetic modeling is usually limited to small network sizes due to lack of knowledge about reaction kinetics, metabolite concentrations and kinetic parameters, preventing its application to reliably determine amino acid synthesis costs.
The (pseudo) steady-state is a reasonable assumption in our case, since we are not examining short-term dynamics of amino acid synthesis, but rather deal with static conditions approximately valid for several hours. Environmental conditions are integrated by constraining influx of nutrients or other resources, e.g., photons. The reduction upon steady-state fluxes does exclude the incorporation of dynamic effects, for instance, resulting from different day lengths. Moreover, the flux balance approach cannot account for complex metabolic behavior, such as reaction to high (toxic) levels of metabolites/ions.
Our algorithm to determine individual amino acid synthesis cost is based on optimization of a structural metabolic model (using flux balance analysis) and proceeds in three steps (see figure in section Material and Methods), determining: (i) maximum of ATP production per energy source uptake (ATP production efficiency), (ii) minimum energy source uptake per unit amino acid synthesis (energy source requirement), and (iii) maximum surplus ATP production while synthesizing the amino acid (surplus ATP cost). The outcomes are integrated to determine individual amino acid synthesis costs. The total ATP cost of amino acid synthesis is calculated from step (i) and (ii), as the product of the energy requirement and the ATP production efficiency. It quantifies how much ATP could be produced from the consumed amount of energy source instead of using it for amino acid synthesis, integrating the modelspecific capability to produce ATP from an energy source.
The total ATP costs can be larger than the amount of energy eventually utilized in amino acid synthesis for two reasons. First, the energy source may also serve as the carbon source, e.g., Glc in heterotrophic cells. In this case, it can occur that more Glc is taken up than needed for providing energy to drive amino acid synthesis, because the demand for Glc to build the carbon skeletons exceeds the demand for Glc for energy allocation. Second, inflexibilities of the system could render it incapable to optimally utilize the energy source, e.g., due to fixed stoichiometries in the generation of ATP and NAD(P)H (a detailed discussion of the issue is given in a subsequent section). In both cases, while synthesizing the amino acid with minimum energy source uptake, a surplus of ATP can be generated and diverted to other processes. The energetic costs of amino acid synthesis are then calculated as the difference of the total and the surplus ATP costs. A detailed description of the three steps of our algorithm is provided in the Material and Methods section.
Model comparison
The metabolic models of Poolman et al. [13] , de Oliveira Dal'Molin et al. [14] , and Arnold and Nikoloski [15] represent the state-of-the-art structural metabolic models of Arabidopsis' primary metabolism. The model of Poolman et al. describes heterotrophic leaf cells, whereas the models of de Oliveira Dal'Molin et al., and Arnold and Nikoloski are capable to simulate both heterotrophic and autotrophic growth. The models of Poolman et al. and de Oliveira Dal'Molin et al. are both top-down reconstructions, starting from genome annotations. In contrast, the model of Arnold and Nikoloski is a bottom-up reconstruction, whereby the operability of the incorporated reactions and metabolites is ensured by starting from well-documented and necessary biochemical pathways. Therefore, the models differ in the total number of reactions and metabolites. Nevertheless, the size of the underlying operational network, which excludes blocked reactions and dead-end metabolites, is comparable (Table 1) . Unique reactions and metabolites correspond to the numbers of different reactions and metabolites across all compartments. As the model of Poolman et al. comprises equivalence reactions, e.g., interconverting two species of fumarate ('FumEquiv'), we do not provide the numbers of unique reactions and metabolites in this case.
The model of Poolman et al. is uncompartmentalized, although it contains a pseudo-compartment including a small number of segregated metabolites without any corresponding reactions. These metabolites are labeled by 'mit' and comprise NAD, NADH and protons which are participating in the TCA cycle and oxidative phosphorylation. In contrast, the models of de Oliveira Dal'Molin et al., and Arnold and Nikoloski contain the four major cell compartments: cytosol, chloroplast, mitochondrion and peroxisome. In addition, the model of de Oliveira Dal'Molin et al. includes three pseudo-compartments, namely the vacuole, an accumulation compartment, and a biomass compartment, to enable specific export. The model of Arnold and Nikoloski contains two subcompartments: the lumen in the chloroplast and the intermembrane space in the mitochondrion, which enable the generation of proton motive force needed for ATP formation. Pseudo-compartmentalization may cause the occurrence of futile cycles, which is observed in the case of the model of Poolman et al., prohibiting the analysis of ATP production in the original model definition. To resolve this issue and to further allow a meaningful comparison across the different models, individual modifications were applied, which are described in the Material and Methods section.
The interpretation of metabolite synthesis costs in terms of energy are expected to depend on the overall energetic expenditure of an organism into individual metabolite synthesis processes. Therefore, instead of comparing only the synthesis costs, we examine the ratios of total energetic investment into amino acids of Arabidopsis bound in proteins to obtain biologically meaningful results. To this end, we determine individual amino acid frequencies in Arabidopsis leaf proteins based on the dataset of Mooney et al. [20] (shown in Supporting S1 dataset), and associate them with the respective amino acid synthesis costs. It has to be noted that we cannot ascertain the available nitrogen source(s) in the underlying data set and that it is unclear if the examined cells were strictly autotrophic or heterotrophic (most likely both cell types were present). Therefore, we analyze amino acid costs not only for each model but also for the different trophic levels and nitrogen uptake scenarios. We consider amino acid synthesis costs at day which is in accordance with the experimental conditions of the utilized data set. We calculate first the average weighted amino acid costs in a specific scenario according to
with a i denoting the individual amino acids, f(a i ) the corresponding amino acid frequencies, C (a i ) the costs of the specific amino acid, and n the total number of amino acids. The model of Poolman et al. yields lowest average costs for each examined trophic level and nitrogen uptake scenario compared to the costs based on the other models ( Table 2 ). This is most likely due to the absence of compartments in this model, leading to simplified synthesis pathways, such that some metabolite interconversions requiring additional ATP do not occur. For instance, according to AraCyc [21] , GMP is synthesized in the cytosol starting from IMP which, in contrast, is synthesized in the chloroplast. The IMP itself cannot be transported across the membranes separating these two compartments. Therefore, IMP has first to be converted to AMP under consumption of energy, which is then converted back to IMP after crossing the membrane. 
which quantifies the similarity of the costs C obtained by utilizing two different metabolic networks, here denoted by X and Y, in a specific scenario (then C X (a i ) denotes the synthesis cost of amino acid a i , determined by using the metabolic network X). The costs based on the models 
Comparison of the models of Poolman et al. [13] , de Oliveira Dal'Molin et al. [14] , and Arnold and Nikoloski [15] with respect to weighted average amino acid cost, hCi, and average weighted distance of amino acid costs, hδi, as well as Kendall rank correlation τ of the product of frequencies and costs (pvalue < 0.05 in all cases). The trophic level scenarios, heterotrophic and autotrophic, are denoted by Het and Aut, respectively. The examined nitrogen source scenarios are sole NH . This is corroborated by the Kendall rank correlation coefficient with respect to the product of individual amino acid synthesis costs and frequencies (Table 2 ). These qualitative findings hold irrespectively of the trophic level and the nitrogen source uptake scenario, and may indicate that the costs obtained by the compartmentalized models of de Oliveira Dal'Molin et al., and Arnold and Nikoloski are more reliable.
Comparison of day and night scenarios under autotrophic and heterotrophic growth conditions
Probably the best investigated environmental factor in plant research is the alternation of day and night which causes extensive changes in the operation of plant metabolism, including most likely also adjustments in amino acid biosynthesis [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The carbon acquisition at day, either from organic or inorganic carbon sources, is also expected to affect energy resource utilization and, hence, amino acid costs. Therefore, we examine amino acid synthesis costs for day and night conditions and the impact of autotrophic and heterotrophic scenarios. Since the model of Poolman et al. [13] does not comprise light reactions, the comparison of heterotrophic and autotrophic day conditions can be conducted only for the models of de Oliveira Dal'-Molin et al. [14] , and Arnold and Nikoloski [15] . We perform the analyses for all relevant inorganic nitrogen supply settings to arrive at conclusions which hold irrespectively of the nitrogen source.
In general, the costs of amino acids under heterotrophic day and night conditions are more similar to each other compared to autotrophic day conditions. While the deviation of absolute amino acid costs is distinctly smaller between heterotrophic day and night conditions (see Supporting S1 dataset), the rank correlations are very large for all models and scenarios. The correlations are stronger between heterotrophic day and night conditions ( Table 3 ; the only exception is the equal uptake of nitrogen sources in the model of Arnold and Nikoloski). The corresponding costs are similarly downscaled compared to autotrophic day conditions. This is caused by utilization of Glc as energy and carbon source in the heterotrophic day and night scenarios, which indicates that amino acids are synthesized via similar pathways, in contrast to the autotrophic day scenario utilizing carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) as carbon and photons as energy source.
Analysis of costs based on the models of de Oliveira Dal'Molin et al., and of Arnold and Nikoloski, shows that amino acid synthesis costs pertaining to night conditions are in most cases larger than those for heterotrophic day conditions (Fig. 1) . We observe an increase of Glc import accompanied by increased ATP surplus production at night which indicates that the night-specific restrictions on metabolism result in a more inflexible system compared to the day condition. In contrast, the costs based on the model of Poolman et al. are smaller at night than during the day. The reason is a decreased capability of the model to produce ATP from Glc at night (i.e., a decreased ATP production efficiency with respect to Glc), namely, 28 ATP/ Glc compared to 31 ATP/Glc at day. Hence, utilizing a specific amount of Glc for amino acid synthesis leads to a smaller sacrifice of potential ATP production at night compared to utilizing the same amount at day. This effect likely outweighs the increase in costs due to additional inflexibilities at night. The change in the ATP production efficiency with respect to Glc cannot be justified by biologically meaningful interpretation and renders the costs based on the model of Poolman et al. questionable. Such discrepancy of ATP production efficiency is not detected with the other two models. The amino acid synthesis costs are higher under autotrophic compared to heterotrophic conditions (with exception of glycine synthesis in the model of Arnold and Nikoloski for arbitrary nitrogen uptake; Fig. 2 ). While synthesizing the common precursors for amino acid synthesis, e.g., 3-phosphoglycerate or pyruvate, starting from CO 2 requires more energy than building these precursors from Glc, the resulting higher costs in autotrophic conditions are associated to the operating definition of synthesis costs. Here the cost of Glc utilization is given by the amount of ATP that would have been gained by its breakdown to CO 2 , which is necessarily smaller than the amount of ATP used in Glc synthesis (due to dissipative processes during anabolic synthesis).
The average weighted amino acid costs, incorporating individual amino acid abundances, based on the models of de Oliveira Dal'Molin et al. [14] , and Arnold and Nikoloski [15] differ by more than ten ATP per amino acid on average for autotrophic versus heterotrophic day conditions (Table 2 ). This renders the incorporation of a plant's trophic level with respect to specific cell types and external conditions an important factor in the analysis of energy-related metabolic trade-offs. Moreover, together with the observation that amino acids appear to be predominantly synthesized during day [27] , this difference in costs leads to the following hypothesis: plant metabolism may have evolved towards more efficient amino acid synthesis during day, when energy from sunlight is available, which is reflected in lower amino acid synthesis costs on average for this condition.
It is important to note, that the implications of amino acid synthesis costs on energy resource allocation also depend on the energy budget. For autotrophic and heterotrophic cells as well as day and night conditions, mechanisms limiting the cellular ATP budget are inherently different, most likely leading to diverging budgets. Generally, drawing conclusions about resource allocation strategies solely from the comparison of amino acid synthesis costs for scenarios which exhibit different energy sources or supplies can be difficult.
Effects of different nitrogen sources
The importance of an adequate nitrogen supply in the form of NO À 3 and/or NH þ 4 is well-documented for optimal plant growth [11, 28] . For instance, Masakapalli et al. showed experimentally that amino acid and protein levels vary with the nitrogen source, although the measured net depletion of nitrogen from the medium was found to be of almost the same rate [11] . To examine whether the effects of nitrogen source on the absolute amino acid levels could be due to supply-dependent differences in synthesis costs, we investigate four nitrogen scenarios characterized by constraints on the nitrogen uptake: (i) sole NO , and (iv) arbitrary uptake of the two nitrogen sources, which results in a self-adjusting uptake ratio towards optimal energy source utilization.
The comparison of amino acid synthesis costs shows that scenarios in which nitrogen is assimilated exclusively in the form of NO À 3 /NH þ 4 exhibit the highest/lowest individual costs (see Supporting S1 dataset). It is important to point out that the costs for the model of Poolman et al. [13] do not change across the nitrogen uptake scenarios (Tables 2 and 3) , which is biologically unplausible (see below). Consequently, the following comparison is based on the models of de Oliveira Dal'Molin et al. [14] , and Arnold and Nikoloski [15] . The difference of costs between sole supply of NO The average weighted amino acid synthesis costs show a difference up to 22 ATP per amino acid depending on nitrogen supply (Table 2 ). Such a difference is expected to play a significant role in the energy balance of plant metabolism and would offer an explanation for growth improvements when ammonium is introduced as nitrogen source additional to nitrate like it is observed for many plant species [29] . Plants often exhibit largest growth rate when a mixture of ammonium and nitrate is provided instead of sole ammonium supply [29] , despite the energetic advantages of ammonium assimilation, which most likely is due to the toxicity of high concentrations for many plants [30] . While toxicity is an important aspect if ammonium concentrations are large, it cannot be incorporated in our cost measure, due to the modeling framework used, and has to be considered separately.
We find further corroboration that amino acid synthesis costs are associated with energy-related regulation in plants by inspecting the results of Masakapalli et al. [11] . The study shows decreased total assimilation of nitrogen into amino acids and proteins and a much higher carbon:nitrogen ratio for sole NO À 3 supply compared to mixed nitrogen supply, which gives rise to the hypothesis that higher costs of amino acid synthesis result in lower synthesis rates. As mentioned above, the net depletion of nitrogen was observed at almost the same rate for the two scenarios, indicating that the nitrogen taken up by the plant is stored in another form, most likely as free nitrate in the vacuole [28] . Accordingly, the assimilated carbon (or Glc) which is not allocated to amino acid synthesis can be invested into other growth-related synthesis processes including, amongst others, the synthesis of sugars and organic acids. This is in accordance with the observed increased fresh weight growth rate and elevated levels of sugars and organic acids under sole NO À 3 supply [11, 12] . The analysis of amino acid synthesis costs for arbitrary nitrogen source uptake reveals connections between nitrogen assimilation and energy source utilization. For the model of de Oliveira Dal'Molin et al., the costs and the nitrogen uptake match, as expected, with the minimum cost scenario (sole NH þ 4 supply). This is not the case for all amino acids in the model of Arnold and Nikoloski (see Supporting S1 dataset). Here, some amino acid synthesis costs exceed those in the minimum cost scenario and exhibit simultaneous utilization of NO À 3 as well as NH þ 4 , although the conditions would allow sole NH þ 4 uptake and, therefore, lower costs. This is due to the minimization of the respective energy source uptake in the cost calculation procedure (Material and Methods section): energy source uptake is smaller compared to sole NH þ 4 supply, but NO À 3 utilization also results in a smaller surplus ATP production, eventually leading to higher costs. In the autotrophic scenario, the light reactions enable the utilization of light energy to generate NADPH and ATP. Thereby, in the case of sole NH þ 4 supply both energy equivalents are produced in a fixed ratio, which is 7:9 (NADPH:ATP) in the model of Arnold and Nikoloski. The final transfer of electrons to NADP is catalyzed by ferredoxin-NADP reductase (FNR; EC 1.18.1.2) which oxidizes ferredoxin. The well-established (but still highly discussed) hypothesis of the competition of FNR and nitrite reductase (NiR; EC 1.7.7.1) for reduced ferredoxin [31] offers an explanation for mixed nitrogen uptake under arbitrary uptake conditions. Accordingly, the assimilation of NO À 3 will relax the fixed NADPH:ATP ratio by diverting reduced ferredoxin produced by photosystem I (EC 1.97.1.12) to nitrite reduction via NiR. Following the line of argumentation, assimilation of NO À 3 , ultimately, allows a more efficient usage of the energy source but at higher costs due to the higher energetic requirement for NO À 3 compared to NH þ 4 assimilation. Similar argumentation holds for heterotrophic day and night conditions with respect to the fixed NADH:ATP ratio during Glc breakdown. Here, the FNR operates in the reverse direction such that NADPH reduces ferredoxin which is diverted to nitrite reduction. In accordance with the competition hypothesis, this would also result in a relaxation of the NADH:ATP ratio, since NADH can be easily converted to NADPH resulting in more efficient utilization of the energy source Glc.
The simultaneous uptake of both nitrogen sources, resulting in the most efficient energy source utilization, is in line with the experimental observation that plants exhibit optimal growth if nitrogen can be assimilated in both forms (NO As mentioned above, the costs of amino acid synthesis increase with the NO À 3 fraction of nitrogen uptake. Interestingly, this relation seems not to occur in a strictly proportional manner. For the majority of amino acids the deviation of the costs for equal uptake of NO 
differs from zero (Fig. 3) . The reason is likely to be found in the effect of the ratio of nitrogen source uptake on the operation of nitrate reductase (NR; EC 1.7.1.1) and NiR. Therefore, we expect that reactions linked via the other reactants of NR and NiR, namely ferredoxin and NAD(P)H, are also strongly affected. Indeed, we find a reciprocal relation of NiR to the presumably competing FNR such that less NADPH is produced if NO À 3 is assimilated, which corroborates the proposed mechanism leading to mixed nitrogen source uptake under arbitrary uptake conditions. In addition, NADPH (or its unphosphorylated equivalent, NADH) is , amino acids, and protein, ultimately resulting in an increase of growth rate [8, 34, 35] . Moreover, during the light period NO and selected amino acids such as glutamine and asparagine as well as on the ratios of glutamine and glutamate or asparagine and aspartate [36] . That said, mounting evidence has indicated that the effects of nitrogen supply and concentration of nitrogen-containing metabolites on growth are modulated via the coupling between carbon and nitrogen metabolisms, which calls for a large-scale analysis of metabolism. For instance, the increased supply of sugars can increase the rates of NO À 3 and NH þ 4 uptake and assimilation, the synthesis of organic acid acceptors and the synthesis of amino acids. However, flux balance analysis, as a prominent method to analyze large-scale metabolic networks, cannot determine concentrations of metabolites. Therefore, in this framework it is challenging to make model-based predictions about the direct effects of nitrogen supply on the levels of amino acids and their implications on plant growth. However, amino acid synthesis costs, as quantified in this study, can add to the analysis of such observations, which bear strong relations to energy-related regulation.
Conclusions
In this study, we have introduced an improved methodology to determine amino acid costs in terms of the energy equivalent ATP and have discussed the variation of individual costs due to the influence of external (and internal) perturbations. We have shown that the integration of environmental conditions has serious impact on the synthesis costs of amino acids in terms of energy: average weighted amino acid synthesis costs exhibited large dependence on the trophic level and on the nitrogen supply. Therefore, integration of environmental conditions is crucial in the analysis of the energy-balance related regulation in plants in order to arrive at meaningful interpretation.
The majority of amino acid costs for night conditions are higher than those for heterotrophic day conditions. In addition, the costs for heterotrophic day conditions are distinctly exceeded by the costs for autotrophic conditions. While amino acid synthesis costs were systematically affected by the alternation of day and night, as well as of the trophic level (Fig. 4) , positing hypotheses about resource reallocation in plants based on comparison of these costs warrants caution. The impact of metabolite synthesis costs in terms of energy depends on the availability of the respective resources (e.g., light intensity or on the amount of sugar storage): a limitation of resource availability imposes constraints on the energy budget. The effect of metabolite synthesis costs then depends on their ratio to the energy budget. Consequently, an environmental shift accompanied with a change in resource limitation may not only alter the metabolite synthesis costs but also the cellular energy budget and, hence, the effect of costs. The shift of the total energetic budget may then have important implications on resource reallocations.
The supply of nitrogen source was shown to significantly affect amino acid costs, exhibiting lowest costs for sole NH (Fig. 4, Table 2 ). The decrease in costs of amino acid synthesis for deviation from sole NO À 3 supply towards an increase of NH þ 4 supply offers an explanation for the elevated amino acid and protein levels observed in plants grown under corresponding nitrogen supply conditions [11] . This is in line with former calculations showing increased production of enzymes for plants grown with NH þ 4 as sole nitrogen source compared to NO À 3 [37] . We found enhanced efficiency of energy source utilization for mixed uptake of NH þ 4 and NO À 3 which was observed in many plant species to result in optimal growth if both nitrogen sources were supplied [32, 33] . This may be the result of evolutionary optimization of metabolism balancing the assimilation of cheap but toxic ammonium and expensive but non-toxic nitrate. An accurate analysis of metabolic allocation of resources must carefully consider such effects, but cannot be conducted in the flux balance framework. The utilization of resources often limits growth, even under optimal conditions [3] . Thus, resource allocation towards individual processes point at cellular strategies to ensure plant survival and reproduction. As protein synthesis, and therefore amino acid synthesis, consumes a major part of a plant's available energetic resources [38] , it is expected to play a considerable role in trade-offs arising from energetic limitation. Biological reasonable attribution of metabolite synthesis costs is a prerequisite to understand these trade-offs and their implications for plant growth. As it was also recently argued, metabolite synthesis costs (in terms of ATP) of ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase oxygenase turnover represent a major investment in plants [15] . Therefore, the determination of condition-specific amino acid synthesis costs can serve as a starting point for metabolic engineering in plants towards improved growth and yield in agricultural applications. This could be achieved by manipulation of amino acid sequences of individual enzymes as well as rerouting whole pathways towards higher energetic efficiency of synthesis. However, understanding the energetic trade-offs may not only be exploited by using individually cheaper or more efficient pathways, but also by reorganization of metabolism. We believe that a deeper understanding of these trade-offs is an important step towards such holistic manipulations in plants.
Material and Methods

Flux Balance Analysis
Flux balance analysis (FBA) is a structural modeling framework developed to characterize the synthesizing capabilities of metabolic networks at steady state [17] . A metabolic network consists of M metabolites X i (i = 1, . . ., M) and N reactions. The change of the concentration x i of a metabolite X i can be described as
, where s ij is the stoichiometric coefficient associated with the flux f j through reaction j and b i is the net transport flux of metabolite X i . The mass conservation relation under steady-state conditions, i.e., 
where S is the stoichiometric matrix (with M rows and N columns), f is the vector of metabolic fluxes of the N reactions and b is the vector representing consumption/production fluxes of the M metabolites. The consumption/production fluxes are set to zero for internal metabolites. In contrast, external metabolites constitute an interface to the environment and do not have to obey the steady-state condition. A metabolic flux crossing the system boundary is normally realized by a transporter reaction which converts an internal metabolite into an external metabolite. Constraints on the fluxes of the transporter reactions importing or exporting metabolites across the system boundary are utilized to establish environmental conditions, e.g., determining the availability of nutrients. As the system of equations described in (4) is usually under-determined (N > M), there exist multiple solutions corresponding to feasible flux distributions, each representing a particular metabolic state (with respect to fluxes) satisfying the stoichiometric constraints. The question usually addressed by FBA is that of determining which of the feasible metabolic states is manifested in the studied metabolic network. FBA relies on the assumption that the metabolic system exhibits a state that is optimal with respect to some objective. Usually, the objective is expressed as a linear combination of fluxes in f, which leads to a linear programming problem:
f min ðiÞ f i f max ðiÞ; ð5Þ with z representing the phenotypic property to be optimized, and c being a vector of coefficients quantifying the contribution of each flux to this objective. The bounds f min (i) and f max (i), represent constraints on the fluxes, i.e., the minimum and maximum values for the fluxes and, thus, determine reaction reversibility. A common choice for the objective function is the maximization of biomass production, which allows a wide range of predictions consistent with experimental observations for simple model organisms [39] [40] [41] (an overview of objective functions is provided by Schuetz et al. [42] ).
Calculations have been performed in the MATLAB environment using the CPLEX solver as part of the TOMLAB toolbox.
Model modifications
To enable a reliable determination of amino acid costs, minor modifications for each model were made. To ensure a comparable framework, we first disabled all import and export as well as biomass reactions in the models and then enabled only the import and export reactions necessary for the examination of the individual scenarios (details are given in the next section). In the case of the models of Poolman et al. [13] and de Oliveira Dal'Molin et al. [14] , additional modifications are required to enable the determination of the ATP production efficiency. De Oliveira Dal'Molin et al. provide an updated version of their model (http://web.aibn.uq.edu.au/ cssb/resources/Genomes.html) which resolves the issue (S1 Table) . For the model of Poolman et al., the authors do not provide an improved version. The authors stated that energy may be generated out of nothing due to unresolved imbalances with respect to protons and water [13] . This lead us to the assumption that there exists at least one futile cycle including the ATPase. To identify a futile cycle, we constrained energy source import by one and all other fluxes to be smaller than or equal to a much higher number, e.g., 1000 (reversible reactions were assigned the negative of that number as a lower boundary) and determined the maximum flux through the ATPase. We then consecutively knocked out each reaction of the network. Partaking of individual reactions in a futile cycle was indicated by a drastic reduction of ATP production upon their deletion (the algorithm is shown in S1 Fig) . We manually gathered the participating reactions, defined a modification to cancel the futile cycle and integrated it in the succeeding iterations of the algorithm (modifications and futile cycles are shown in S1 and S2 Tables). Altogether, we identified all futile cycles affecting ATP production in three iterations, whereby analysis of single knockouts was sufficient.
For the compartmentalized models, we determined the minimum of amino acid costs across all compartments. In the model of Arnold and Nikoloski [15] , the amino acid synthesis pathways are highly compartmentalized and, additionally, only a minimum number of transport reactions across the compartments exist. Therefore, for those amino acids with multiple synthesis pathway localizations, we determined compartment-specific costs. In contrast, for the model of de Oliveira Dal'Molin et al., all amino acid synthesis pathways are either completely located in the cytosol or transport reactions into the cytosol exist. Accordingly, implementation and utilization of export reactions for each amino acid from the cytosol is sufficient to determine the minimum amino acid costs in this model. However, the accuracy of costs, in this case, depends on the biological plausibility of the transport reactions in the original model.
In the model of Arnold and Nikoloski, there exist three maintenance reactions, one in each compartment (chloroplast, mitochondrion, and cytosol including the peroxisome). We determined that the maximum ATP production efficiency for the model can be achieved only if the sum of all maintenance reactions is taken into account. Accordingly, we checked whether similar effects can arise for the model of de Oliveira Dal'Molin et al. by incorporating maintenance reactions for each compartment. In doing so, we found the same ATP production efficiency with and without the additional reactions. Therefore, we used the original setup without additional maintenance reactions. The impact of an additional maintenance reaction for the model of Poolman et al. can be disregarded due to the lack of compartmentalization.
Environmental and cellular set-up
A large percentage of plant metabolism is strongly affected by the change of day and night. In C 3 plants, the predominant processes during the day include carbon fixation, photorespiration, and starch assimilation, opposed to starch degradation and cellular respiration (also referred to as dark respiration) at night. The majority of metabolism-related changes between day and night are attributed to the redox regulation of enzymes in the Calvin-Benson cycle, starch synthesis, ATP synthesis, and NADPH export from chloroplasts in response to light [23] [24] [25] [26] . As structural metabolic modeling approaches cannot readily incorporate regulatory processes without making too many simplifying assumptions, we simulate the regulatory effect by scenario-dependent activation and deactivation of corresponding reactions. More precisely, we manipulate the ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase oxygenase (RuBisCO; EC 4.1.1.39), the plastidic glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenases (GAPDH; EC 1.2.1.12 and 1.2.1.13), the plastidic fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase (FBPase; EC 3.1.3.11), sedoheptulose 1,7-bisphosphatase (SBPase; EC 3.1.3.37), the phosphoribulokinase (PRK; EC 2.7.1.19), the ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase (AGPase; EC 2.7.7.27), the ATP synthase (EC 3.6.3.14), the NADP-linked malate dehydrogenase (NADP-MalDH; EC 1.1.1.82), and the phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL; EC 4.3.1.24), the glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH; EC 1.1.1.49), and the ferredoxin-NADP reductase (FNR; EC 1.18.1.2). The details of the respective condition-specific modifications are given in S3 Table. In addition, we account for the regulatory effect of fructose 2,6-bisphosphate (F26BP) on the interconversion of fructose 6-phosphate (F6P) and fructose 1,6-bisphosphate (FBP) in the cytosol (the functioning of the mechanism is sketeched in Fig. 5 [43, 44] ). From the modeling perspective, this results in a light dependent manipulation of the cytosolic FBPase and the pyrophosphate-dependent phosphofructokinase (PFP), respectively (S3 Table) .
We investigate the impact of the trophic level, in particular autotrophic and heterotrophic growth conditions. The minimum nutrient requirements for autotrophic scenarios are usually the import of the low energy precursors H 2 O, CO 2 , Pi, NO À 3 and/or NH þ 4 , SO 2À 4 and/or H 2 S in addition to light as energy source. In contrast, in heterotrophic scenarios the carbon source, here Glc, serves simultaneously as energy source. In that case, to preclude the carbon fixation and utilization of light energy, we disabled the photosystem reactions and deactivated the CO 2 import (S3 Table) . For the analysis of amino acid synthesis in this study, the number of precursors can be further reduced. In addition, Pi is not required and the model of de Oliveira Dal'-Molin et al. [14] cannot handle SO 2À 4 . The respective importers were therefore disabled. An additional importer had to be implemented in the model of Poolman et al. [13] to enable utilization of H 2 S as sulfur source across all models (S3 Table) .
Calculation of amino acid synthesis cost
The calculation of amino acid synthesis costs is based on flux balance analysis. The cost calculation requires the utilized metabolic reconstruction to have importers of nutrients and exporters of amino acids. Additionally, our approach requires a maintenance reaction (i.e., a generic ATP hydrolysis reaction, ATP ! ADP + Pi) which accounts for generic energy consuming processes. For the models in which any of these reactions is not present, it was additionally included. The model of Arnold and Nikoloski [15] comprises a maintenance reaction for every compartment. Therefore, the flux through the maintenance reaction is in fact the sum of fluxes carried by all three compartment-specific maintenance reactions. Constraints according to the examined model, the environmental conditions and the trophic level are referred to as initial constraints (shown in S3 Table) .
The amino acid cost calculation proceeds in three steps. We assume that nutrient import, amino acid export and the maintenance reaction(s) are such that they carry nonnegative flux. First, we determine the ATP production efficiency, as described in the algorithm shown in Fig. 6 (LP1) : the initial constraints are imposed, the energy source import, f e , is constrained to 1 and the flux through the maintenance reaction(s) is maximized. The ATP production efficiency gives the maximum number of ATP molecules which can be produced per imported unit of energy source. It has the dimension [ATP molecules/energy source unit]. The ATP production efficiency is a property of the network and the initial constraints.
The amino acid cost calculation is then executed according to the two following steps, which are repeated for every amino acid.
After the initial constraints have been restored, the total ATP cost, C tot j , is determined, as described in the algorithm presented in Fig. 6 (LP2) : the export of the considered amino acid is set to 1 and the import of the energy source is minimized. Multiplying the minimal energy source import per amino acid export with the ATP production efficiency of the energy source yields the total ATP cost, C tot j , of amino acid synthesis with dimension [ATP molecules/amino acid molecule]. Therefore, the total ATP cost quantifies the maximum amount of ATP that could be produced from the energy source instead of synthesizing the amino acid using the pathway with minimum energy source requirement.
In the third step, we determine the surplus ATP cost, C sur j , as described in the algorithm shown in Fig. 6 (LP3) : we additionally fix the (minimum) energy source import and maximize the flux through the maintenance reaction(s). The ratio of the flux through the maintenance The activity is regulated by the pyrophosphate-dependent phosphofructokinase (PFP) and the cytosolic fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase (FBPase) according to [43] and [44] . The regulators of F26BP itself are presented light-colored. The inlay graphic shows the regulatory effects of day-night alternation on the levels of F26BP (according to [46] The amino acid synthesis cost then is given as the difference of the total and the surplus ATP cost.
It should be noted that the amino acid costs depend on the energy source uptake or on the amino acid export flux, if nonzero boundaries of other reactions limit the outcome of the optimization in any of the three steps. This is usually not the case in the original setup of metabolic reconstructions (like in this study), but can occur when additional boundary conditions are incorporated, e.g., by utilizing high-throughput data [45] .
Models
We provide the models with the denoted modifications in the SBML format in the Supplementary S2 dataset. The majority of modifications have been implemented as changes of the reaction boundaries.
Supporting Information Table. Model adjustments. Modified model constraints compared to the published versions of the models of Poolman et al. [13] and de Oliveira Dal'Molin et al. [14] which are valid for all scenarios. Lower and upper boundaries are denoted by lb and ub, respectively. (PDF) S2 Table. Futile cycles in the model of Poolman et al.. The reactions marked with '>' were detected by the Algorithm shown in S1 Fig, and the reactions marked with '•' are revised reactions (the respective adaption is given in S1 Table) . '' denotes reactions which are presented in a reversed manner compared to their implemented annotation (reads now right-to-left). The metabolite annotation is in accordance to that of Poolman et al.. (PDF) S3 Table. Boundary constraints for autotrophic and heterotrophic day (Aut and Het), and night (Nig) conditions. As the model of Poolman et al. [13] is only capable to simulate the heterotrophic day and the night scenario, the entries for the autotrophic day scenario pertain exclusively to the models of de Oliveira Dal'Molin et al. [14] , and Arnold and Nikoloski [15] . Due to the incapability of the model of de Oliveira Dal'Molin et al. [14] to utilize SO 
